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Abstract— In computational electromagnetic simulations,
most validation methods have been developed until now to be
used in the frequency domain. However, the EMC analysis of the
systems in the frequency domain many times is not enough to
evaluate the immunity of current communication devices. Based
on several studies, in this paper we propose an alternative
method of validation of the transients in time domain allowing a
rapid and objective quantification of the simulations results.

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, computational electromagnetism has had a
great development thanks to the computational systems speed
increase and their cost reduction. With those improvements
the mathematical algorithms are able to work properly with
more practical EMC issues. The problem that arises many
times is to become confident with the results, in other words,
to be able to quantitatively validate the results of the
numerical simulation.
Today we can find some available validation methods [1].
The aim of all methods is to quantify the similarity of two
datasets, making them an objective tool for test engineers to
discuss data on a similar base. They also offer the possibility
of a quantitative assessment of the ranked results to be
interpreted as an expert opinion [2] [3].
The validation method most widely used today because of
its versatility and simplicity in the field of EMC, is the Feature
Select Validation method (FSV) [4] [5]. FSV has the
advantage of analysing two major aspects that are considered
in any validation, the different magnitude levels and of the
graph shape.
Until now, most validation methods have been developed
for comparison in the frequency domain. However, analysis of
electronic systems only in the frequency domain is not enough
to evaluate their immunity. One good example of the
importance of the analysis in the time domain are the digital
communications systems. These systems are very immune to
continuous interference thanks to the modern techniques of
channel coding and the complex protocols utilized, but the
digital system becomes weak in the face of a radiated transient
as shown by numerous studies [6][7][8].
Although FSV has a lot of features and a special module for
the time domain, the method is not able to make a correct
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interpretation of the results when a transient pulse is analysed
[9].
After developing an analysis about FSV performance in
transient scenarios, this paper presents a new method to
validate the numerical simulation of radiated transients in time
domain. Five indicators are proposed to compare the two data
sets. In this work we compare FDTD numerical simulations
with actual transient interference measurements.
Finally, through an example, the validation method
developed is compared with the FSV method to verify the
quality of the indicators when transients signals are involved.
II. FSV PERFORMANCE WITH TRANSIENTS
FSV method is based on the decomposition of the results
into two groups; the first one discusses the difference in
amplitude (Amplitude Difference Measure, ADM) and the
second one the difference between the characteristic signals
(Feature Difference Measure, FDM). The combination of
these two indicators (ADM and FDM) is a measurement of the
overall difference (Global Difference Measure, GDM) [4] [5].
All indicators ADM, FDM and GDM have the ability to be
configured to perform a point-to-point analysis. The
advantage of relying on a point-to-point data is to know which
areas of the data sets have the major differences. A subscript
"i" is added to consider this point-by-point feature (ADMi,
FDMi and GDMi).
Another way to qualitative analyse the FSV indicators is
represented by a probability density function. This indicator is
useful for a rapid and comprehensive analysis of the results.
Histograms are sorted according to the quality in excellent,
very good, good, fair, poor and very poor.
Finally, a technique that has proved useful in presenting
and interpreting FSV data, particularly the confidence
histograms, is a “Grade and Spread” (G/S) diagram. The
Spread serves a similar purpose to variance or standard
deviation in statistical methods and is a measure of the spread
of a distribution. The Grade is a measure of quality of the
results and serves a similar purpose to skew measurements in
statistics. It is important to remember that Grade and Spread
must be used together, since if only one is used, the
interpretation can be inaccurate [10].
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This efficient and rapid method of analysis is ideal for most
signals, but in the specific case of the transient signals, it has
several drawbacks.
The main problem in using the FSV method for analyse a
transient in the time domain arises from the magnitude
indicator (ADM), which leads to an error in the global
indicator (GDM) causing a misinterpretation of the results.

ADMc and FDMc is equal to 4, showing a generally fair
agreement and suggests the need for possible improvement of
the results. Although this new indicator is closer to the visual
perception, it is not easy to understand the real quality of the
result.
In the second case Δ1 is changed to 10x106 which produces
very different signal decay and Δ2 is maintained (40x106), as
can be seen in Fig 2.

Usually, the transient pulses have a high peak of magnitude
that decreases very rapidly in time. This particular settling
time is the main cause the ADM indicator is not able to
perform a correct interpretation.
To help to understand these limitations of the ADM
Indicator when FSV method is applied [11], we have designed
two test cases by comparing two transient signals that are
defined by:
Dat _ set = e−Δxt ⎡⎣(2x10−4 )*Cos(2π 3x108 ) + (2x10−4 )* Sin(2π 3x108 ) + ...
+(2.2x10−2 )*Cos(2π1x108 ) + (2.2x10−2 )* Sin(2π1x108 ) + ...

(1)

+(5x10−4 )Cos(2π 5x107 + (5x10−4 )* Sin(2π5x107 )⎤⎦

(a)

Where ∆x are changed to obtain the two different signals
data sets: Dat_Set1 with Δ1=80x106 and Dat_Set2 with
Δ2=40x106. The signals obtained are presented in Fig 1.

(b)
(c)
Fig 2. (a) Second example result. (b) ADMc indicator. (c) FDMc indicator.

In this second test case, the fault of the ADM indicator is
even clearer. The difference in amplitude between both
signals is evident; however the result of the ADM indicator is
just “Fair”.
(a)

(b)

Applying the “Grade and Spread” indicators for ADM and
FDM we obtain 6/4 and 6/5, respectively. Again, the values
are closer to the visual opinion, showing that it is very
important use these indicators to have a completed results
interpretation. However, despite all its advantages, it is
difficult to know exactly what happens or where the transient
has problems.
From the previous test cases analysed, we can realise that
the ADM is the worst indicator, becoming the less reliable
when the settling time of the signal is larger.

(c)

Fig 1. (a) First example result. (b) ADMc indicator. (c) FDMc indicator.

We could observe that, although there is a clear amplitude
difference between both data sets, the FSV indicators Fig 1b
give us an ""Excellent" as a result, which does not correspond
to the visual interpretation. The Grade and Spread for both the

The problem with the ADM indicator lies in the way it
calculates the dataset "lo" [3]. This dataset is obtained through
the breakpoint (IBP), which is calculated with the 40% of the
signal, because it assumes that most of the signal energy
contents is within this range. But, many times in a transient
signal, up to the 90% of the energy can be contained in the
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first peaks. Therefore it is highly probable that only the first
peak of the transient is considered and the other low level
differences are not taken into account when comparing with
FSV method.
III. TRANSIENTS VALIDATION NEW METHOD DEFINITION
Based on several studies [7], we propose a new method to
perform the Transient Time Domain Validation (TTDV). This
method allows rapid and objective quantification of the
simulation results, but it is important to note that this to study
validation method is valid only the transient in time domain..
It is proposed to use five indicators to assess the different
parameters of the transient data sets:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Feature Difference Measure (FDM).
Maximum Amplitude Levels (APL).
Maximum Rate Time (MRT).
Energy Contained in the Signals (ECS).
Total Error Average (TEA).

electronic equipment malfunctions. Thus, the APL indicator
aims to assess the maximum amplitude level difference
between the two data sets.
APL calculates the difference of the maximum of each data
set in absolute value to guarantee that the analysis is
independent of the polarity. The equations applied are (2) or
(3), where max (a) is the maximum magnitude for the
measured data and max (b) is the corresponding one for the
simulated data set.
max(a ) − max(b)
max(a)

max(a) ≥ max(b)

max(b) − max(a )
APL =
max(b)

max(a) < max(b)

APL =

(2)
(3)

APL range results in between 0 and 1. Where there is a
perfect similarity between the two plots the result will be 0,
but as they increase, the result moves to 1.

The fifth indicator (which includes the last three indicators:
amplitude, rate time, energy), allows us a quick and easy
interpretation of the results.
Following, the indicators of this method are explained in
detail.

C. Maximum Rise Time (MRT)
One important issue in a transient interference is the rise
time. As lower as it is, more contents of the disturbance are
on the high frequency band, which is usually a problem in
EMC.

The calculation of this indicator is very similar to the one
used in APL, the only difference is that it calculates the first
A. Feature Difference Measure (FSV-FDM)
This indicator reflects the difference or similarity between derivative (4) and then applies the equations (5) or (6).
the shapes of both signals (Feature Difference Measure, FDM).
j = {a , b}
⎛ y j − yij−1 ⎞
The calculation of this indicator is made using the equations
Di j = ⎜ ij
j ⎟
−
x
x
= {1, 2, 3...n}
i
i −1 ⎠
⎝ i
of the FSV method [4] in time domain. Unlike the amplitude
(4)
indicator (ADM), the FDM does not present any problem
when it is used to analyse the transient in time domain.
max ( D a ) − max ( D b )
MRT =
max ( D a ) ≥ max ( Db )
Thanks to the different derivatives performed, it only takes
max ( D a )
into account the changing intervals in the graphs without
(5)
b
b
attention to the level differences.
max ( D ) − max ( D )
MRT =

This indicator is applied before taking into account any
other indicators, because its value determines whether or not
to continue the validation process. After analysing different
transient cases, we have determined that the optimal limit for
a correct interpretation of the FDM indicator is about 0.8. This
value ensures that the two data sets (numerical simulation and
measurement, for example) have a similarity that is within the
acceptable margin.
If the FDM value is higher than 0.8, or qualitative FDM is
equal to "Poor” in most of the entire plot, none of the other
indicators need to be applied, rejecting any further comparison
between simulation and measurement.
B. Amplitude Pulse Level (APL)
The second indicator is the difference between the
maximum amplitude of the signals (APL). The maximum
level of a transient is often as important as the energy
contained therein because it can produce several types of

max ( D b )

max ( D a ) < max ( D b )

(6)

Where “i” is the number of the point (from 1 to n). “j” is
the set of the graph that we want to analyze (“a” is the
Dj

measurement and “b” the simulation data set). i is the
derivative for each point (1 to n) of the measurement plot (“a”)
and simulated plot (“b”). Max(Da) is the absolute maximum
value of the derivative of the measured values and max(Db) of
the simulated ones. Similar to the APL indicator, we apply
equation (5) or (6) in order to ensure that MTR varies from 0
to 1.
D. Energy Contained in the Signals (ECS)
The energy contained in a transient signal is of vital
importance since in many cases this will determine the
damage it can produce to a victim system.
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Applying the equations (7) or (8), we ccan determine the
error between the simulation and measurem
ment data sets for
the same interval of time. We calculate the difference between
the energy values of the measured signal (a) and simulated (b)
ones.
tn

Ej = ∫

(U (t ) )
R

0

ECS =

U = {a, b}

dt

Ea − Eb
Ea
b

ECS =

2

E −E

(7)

Ea ≥ Eb

(8)

Ea < Eb

(9)

a

Eb

Where E is the energy and “U” is the vvoltage recorded,
both sets of measurements and simulation aree defined from t =
0 to t = tn, assuming a resistance R equal to 550 Ω.
E. The Total Error Average (TEA)
When considering large numbers of data sets that must be
compared, it is helpful to have one unique inndicator that gives
a general criterion of how good or bad thee validation result
might be. The indicator TEA meets this objeective quickly and
easily.
The calculation of TEA is based on finnding the squared
error of the indicators APL, MRT and E
ECS as shown in
equation (10). In this equation a weightingg factor for each
indicator can be defined by “α”, “β”, “γ”” to highlight the
importance of a particular indicator in a paarticular situation.
(In this paper they are set equal to 1).
α ( APL ) + β ( MRT ) + γ ( ECS )
α + β +γ
2

TEA =

2

As showing in Table I, with the TTDV method it is
possible to detect that there are impo
ortant differences between
the signals with the overall factor: TE
EA=0.279, TEA=0.429.
Thanks to the various indicators of
o the method it is possible
to find that the major difference bettween the signals for both
examples is the energy. In particulaar, in the second example,
we can observe a very high level in this
t indicator, ECS=0.736,
which indicates that the signalls being compared are
substantially different.
E
OPTIMIZATION
IV. APPLICATION TO FDTD MESHING
A serious problem when a numeeric method is used arises
when the most appropriate mesh forr each simulation in order
to obtain good results in the shortest time must be defined.
In this Section, the developed vallidation method is used to
help us to find the most appropriate meshing value in a Finite
n
simulation. The
Difference Time Domain (FDTD) numerical
FSV method and proposed TTDV method
m
the will be used to
compare real measurements with thee different meshing FDTD
simulations.

For this experiment, a resonantt cavity is selected. The
cavity is made of aluminium with dim
mensions of 246x246x100
mm. inside the cavity there arre two monopoles with
dimensions of 1.25 mm in diameterr and 200 mm long. They
are located at each end of the cavity, as shown in Figure Fig 3.

2

(10)

To facilitate the validation process, diffeerent intervals are
created to provide a quick inspection. Indicaators APL, MRT,
ECS and TEA can be classified as:
1. Good: from 0 to 0.3
2. Regular: from 0.3 to 0.5.
3. Bad: from 0.5 to 1.
Applying the indicators of the TTDV
V method to the
previous examples in Section II (Fig 1 and 2), we obtain the
table I.
TABLE I
TTDV RESULTS OF THE MEASUREMENTS AND SIMULATIONS.

(a)

A. Measurements
As we measure directly with an oscilloscope,
o
we will apply
a high level transient to avoid prroblems of sensitivity. A
typical burst transient defined for EM
MC testing (EU-61000-4-4
[9]) and generated by Schölderl SFT
T 1400 is used. This signal
has a bandwidth of approximately 300
3 MHz and the selected
magnitude is of 1kV as shown in Fig
g 4.

TTDV indicatorrs
Example 1

FDM
0.307

Example 2

0.861

APL
0.041

MRT
0.125

E
ECS
00.466

TEA
0.279

REGULAR

GOOD

REG
GULAR

GOOD

0.034

0.106

00.736

0.429

REGULAR

GOOD

B
BAD

REGULAR

(b)

Fig 3. (a) Resonant Cavity without top. (b) FDTD Model.
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Fig 4. Transient pulse applied.

Fig 5. Comparison between measured and simulated (first configuration).

The oscilloscope chosen must have a bandwidth large
enough to allow measuring the response of the smooth
transition; in this case a Tektronix DPO7104 with a bandwidth
of 1 GHz with 50 Ω and 500 MHz with 1 MΩ, with an ability
to capture up to 20 GSA /s is used.

In the second configuration, the size of the cells was
decreased to 0.2 mm in the critical zones of the model. With
this new configuration a total of 0.36 MCell cells are obtained.
In this case the results have been improved considerably (Fig
6).

Special care has been taken in measuring the transient
injected to the monopole and the coupled signal
simultaneously. This is very important to obtain meaningful
results because the injected transient will be used as input
signal in the numerical simulation.
B. FDTD Simulations
The simulations were done using commercial software
(SEMCA X [10]). This software uses the method of finite
differences in the time domain (FDTD). The computer used
was an Intel Corel Duo 2.66 GB 8 GB of RAMM.
Some post processing is needed before making any
comparison between simulation and measurement. First of all
it is necessary to apply a low pass filter with a cutoff
frequency equal to the limit of the oscilloscope bandwidth to
all the data sets, otherwise these out of band components
could produce a wrong validation.

Fig 6. Comparison between measured and simulated (second configuration).

Finally, in the third configuration (Fig 7) a manual
adjustment of the mesh was made in the monopole and at the
edges of the cavity. In this case, the total number of cells
increases to 0.61 MCell.

Finally, once the signal is filtered, it is necessary to apply a
cross-correlation between simulation and measurement and to
correct any small delay that may have occurred with the
measurement instruments.
Three different meshing configurations were used. In the
first one a 1 mm mesh for the critical zones of the model
(monopole, source, load) and a 15 mm mesh for the other
zones (air, cavity, etc) is used. This configuration gives a total
of 680 cells. The results are obtained very quickly, but they
have low quality (Fig 5).
Fig 7. Comparison between measured and simulated (third configuration).

C. Validation with FSV
Table II show a total average of ADM, FDM and GDM
indicators for the three different meshing configurations
considered. As expected, the worst case is for the first
configuration, which uses a very poor meshing. Looking at the
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global indicator we could see that it is classified as fair-poor
(GDM=0.62). Undoubtedly this indicates that an improvement
in the numerical model is necessary.
TABLE II
FSV RESULTS OF THE MEASUREMENTS AND SIMULATIONS.

FSV Indicators
ADM

FDM

GDM

G/SADM

G/SFDM

680 Cell

2.632

0.761

0.624

6/4

5/5

0.36 MCell

0.121

0.202

0.256

3/3

3/3

0.61 MCell

0.119

0.196

0.253

3/3

3/3

The manual meshing improvements in critical areas did in
the last configuration produces a small decrease in the
indicator GDM of 1.1%. Moreover, the G/S indicators are
unable to indicate any difference between the improvements,
so with this information one might conclude that it is not
worthing an increase of 0.25 MCells for so little improvement.
D. Validation with TTDV
Table III shows the TTDV method results for the three
meshing configurations. It can be seen how the TEA decreases
when the quality of the mesh increases.
TABLE III
TTDV RESULTS OF THE MEASUREMENTS AND SIMULATIONS.

TTDV indicators
APL

MRT

ECS

TEA

680 Cell

0.752

0.663

0.624

0.905

0.746

0,36 MCell

0.202

0.078

0.083

0.18

0.123

0,61 MCell

0.196

0.049

0.055

0.14

0.091

V. CONCLUSIONS
A new easy-to-use validation method has been developed
to compare data sets of transient phenomena like for example,
numerical simulations and experimental measurements.
It has been shown that other methods like FSV fails in
some transient cases when the behaviour of the signal is very
different to the regular frequency plots.

The second case shows an important improvement compared
to the previous one, declining the GDM indicator to 0.256.
Now the results of the simulation are classified for FSV as
“Very Good”.

FDM

levels and rise time are the improved parameters achieved
with the last meshing refinement.

In the first configuration, all indicators of the TTDV
method (APL, MRT, ECS and TEA) are in the “bad” range.
This result indicates that the simulation is not good enough
and, like FSV results suggest, an improvement of the
numerical model is needed. In the second and third
configurations the results improve considerably respect to the
first one, as expected.
The main difference when using the new TTDV proposed
method is that we can identify a different behaviour between
the two last configurations. Now the TEA value shows a
decrease of 26 % which allows us to quantify the difference
between the results plotted in Figure Fig 6 and 7.

In this paper we propose a simple mechanism for ranking
correlations between pairs of results in time domain. It was
also demonstrated that the value of a single indicator (TEA) is
a very convenient quantitative tool when comparing many sets
of data. Additionally, the definition of other meaningful
indicators helps us to perform detailed EMC analysis of the
transient signals.
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The proposed indicators can also provide further detailed
analysis about the comparison carried out. In this case, the
APL and MRT indicators show the largest changes from the
second to the third configurations. This means that amplitude
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